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	Presents simulation techniques that substantially increase designers' control over the oscillationin autonomous circuits


	This book facilitates a sound understanding of the free-running oscillation mechanism, the start-up from the noise level, and the establishment of the steady-state oscillation. It deals with the operation principles and main characteristics of free-running and injection-locked oscillators, coupled oscillators, and parametric frequency dividers.


	Analysis and Design of Autonomous Microwave Circuits provides:

	
		
			An exploration of the main nonlinear-analysis methods, with emphasis on harmonic balance and envelope transient methods

	
	
		
			Techniques for the efficient simulation of the most common autonomous regimes

	
	
		
			A presentation and comparison of the main stability-analysis methods in the frequency domain

	
	
		
			A detailed examination of the instabilization mechanisms that delimit the operation bands of autonomous circuits

	
	
		
			Coverage of techniques used to eliminate common types of undesired behavior, such as spurious oscillations, hysteresis, and chaos

	
	
		
			A thorough presentation of the oscillator phase noise

	
	
		
			A comparison of the main methodologies of phase-noise analysis

	
	
		
			Techniques for autonomous circuit optimization, based on harmonic balance

	
	
		
			A consideration of different design objectives: presetting the oscillation frequency and output power, increasing efficiency, modifying the transient duration, and imposing operation bands

	



	Analysis and Design of Autonomous Microwave Circuits is a valuable resource for microwave designers, oscillator designers, and graduate students in RF microwave design.
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Computer-Based Modeling of Novel Carbon Systems and Their Properties: Beyond NanotubesSpringer, 2010

	The multiplicity of possible carbon structures has posed in the last two decades a formidable challenge to theoretical and computational physicists, since not only a number of different methods (such as simulations based on empirical potentials, tight-binding calculations or DFT) are currently being used to study the structure and the...
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Agile CoachingPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
To lead change, you need to expand your toolkit, and this book gives you the tools you need to make the transition from agile practitioner to agile coach.  
  
  Agile Coaching is all about working with people to create great agile teams. You'll learn how to build a team that produces great software and has fun doing it. In the...
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Matrices and TransformationsDover Publications, 1978

	Text stresses use of matrices in study of transformations of the plane. Familiarizes reader with role of matrices in abstract algebraic systems and illustrates its effective use as mathematical tool in geometry. Includes proofs of most theorems. Answers to odd-numbered exercises.


	MATRIX ALGEBRA is a significant topic in...
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Introduction to Quantum Theory and Atomic Structure (Oxford Chemistry Primers, 37)Oxford University Press, 1996
This book illuminates the basic concepts of quantum chemistry, and emphasizes atomic structure but not molecular applications. The author starts with a survey of the basic ideas and problems of wave/particle duality, the nature of wave function, and its statistical interpretation. He then discusses some important applications of Schrodinger's...
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Smart Graphics: 4th International Symposium, SG 2004, Banff, Canada, May 23-25, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
The International Symposium on Smart Graphics 2004 was held on May 23–25, 2004 in Banff, Canada. It was the fifth event in a series which originally started in 2000 as a AAAI Spring Symposium. In response to the overwhelming success of the 2000 symposium, its organizers decided to turn it into a self-contained event in 2001. With the support...
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ISGW 2018 Compendium of Technical Papers: 4th International Conference and Exhibition on Smart Grids and Smart Cities (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	This book presents selected articles from India Smart Grid Week (ISGW 2018), held on March 5 to 9, 2018, at the Manekshaw Centre, New Delhi, India. It was the fourth conference and exhibition on smart grids and smart cities organized by the India Smart Grid Forum (ISGF), a Government of India public–private partnership, tasked with...
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